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Change in the Base Year of Inflation Index for

Industrial Workers

The Consumer Price Index - Industrial Workers

(CPI-IW) is used as a benchmark for calculating

dearness allowance for government employees,

dearness relief for pensioners and wages for

industrial workers.

The base year has been revised to 2016 from

2001 to reflect the changing consumption pattern

of the working-class population over the years.

This gives more weightage to spending on health,

education, recreation and other miscellaneous

expenses while reducing the weight of food and

beverages.

This will likely increase industrial workers' salary

and government employees’ dearness allowance.

Boost in Domestic Production: After TV Sets and

Tyres, Government Bans Imports on Air Conditioners

The Government wants to restrict the import of "non-

essential" goods to promote domestic manufacturing

and reduce dependence on imports.

Import of all types of ACs with refrigerants has

been now put in the prohibited category. As per

industry estimates, completely built units of imported

ACs currently account for about 28-30% of the AC

segment. The total market size of ACs sold in India

was over 65 lakh units during CY19.

Several Chinese companies which were setting up

factories in countries such as Thailand, Malaysia and

Vietnam to bring products to India directly under the

Free Trade Agreement, will be adversely affected

by this move.

Exports for the First Time in 7 Months

After seven months of contraction, exports grew by

5.27% in September. The rise in exports was mainly

driven by petroleum products, engineering goods,

readymade garments and pharmaceuticals.

Imports continued to decline, although at a slower

pace. Non-oil, non-gold imports declined 13.29% in

September against nearly 30% in the previous two

months. This indicates industrial demand. Exports

rose to $27.6 billion while imports contracted 19.6%

to $30.3 billion. The trade deficit is at $2.7 billion

compared to $6.77 billion in August.
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Manufacturing PMI Sees the Fastest Pace of Growth

in Over 8 Years

The manufacturing sector activity improved for the

second straight month in September and touched an

over eight year high supported by sharp pick-up in

new orders and production, even as firms reduced

the number of staff.

The phased unlocking of the economy over the past

few months has seen an ease in restrictions various

economic activities. Data released in September

shows the recovery gaining momentum. Power

demand is now back to pre-covid levels, E-way bill

filings have improved and fuel consumption,

especially gasoline used for private vehicles, is also

rising.

Manufacturing PMI

Source: Investing
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The revenues for September were 4% higher than

the GST revenues in the same month last year,

indicating that economic activity is picking up steam.

The GST collections are likely to cross ₹1 lakh crore

mark in October for the first time in eight months

since the coronavirus-induced restrictions halting

economic activity and forced a countrywide

lockdown as a preventive measure against the

COVID-19.

GST Collection (₹ Crore)

Source: GST Council
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Post Pandemic Growth in 2021

The Pandemic Will Push China GDP Beyond United

States

According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF),

the proportion of worldwide growth coming from

China is expected to increase from 26.8% in 2021

to 27.7% in 2025.

By 2025, the cumulative loss in output relative to the

pre-pandemic projected path is projected to grow

to $28 trillion.

Source: Bloomberg Analysis of IMF

Notes: Individual economy’s forecast growth, as a share of increase of

world GDP, between 2020-21; Purchase Parity-based.

China’s economic rebound was followed by stringent

lockdowns, massive testing, extensive contact

tracing, and restrictions on international travel

through the first half of the year, which allowed the

authorities to almost entirely stop transmission of

the virus within China, with the exception of a few

cases that were contained locally.

Economic Recovery Picks Up Pace: China's Q3CY20

GDP Grows 4.9%

The growth accelerated from the first half, driven by

infrastructure and real estate investment as well as a

strong performance in export. Unlike few other

countries, China implemented a stringent lockdown

at the outset of the pandemic. Therefore factories

were able to reopen relatively early in the year

and fulfilling export demand for medical equipment

required by countries still struggling with COVID-19.

U.S. Department of Justice Files Landmark Antitrust

Case against Google

U.S. DoJ sued Google for abusing its dominance

and harming competition in online search and

advertising through distribution agreements -

contracts in which Google pays other companies

millions of dollars to prioritize its search engine in

their products. Google’s lawsuit marks the biggest

antitrust case in a generation, comparable to the

lawsuit against Microsoft filed in 1998. Google

vowed to defend itself and called the case

“deeply flawed.” Google, whose corporate parent

Alphabet Inc. has a market value of just over $1

trillion, controls about 90% of global web

searches. The company owns the leading web

browser in Chrome, the world’s largest smartphone

operating system in Android, the top video site in

YouTube, and the most popular digital mapping

system.

Record-breaking IPO

Jack Ma’s Ant Group, the Chinese fintech titan, is set

to raise around $34 billion, making it the world’s

largest IPO to date after state-run oil company

Saudi Aramco raised $29.4 billion last year. Ant

Group is the parent of Alipay mobile payment

service, which is a market leader in the Chinese

fintech industry. Alipay has more than 730 million

monthly users, more than twice the population of the

U.S. Besides payments, Alipay's mobile app can be

used to invest in mutual funds, buy insurance

policies, keep track of utility bills, borrow money,

and find deals from local businesses. Ant Financial is

going to get listed in Shanghai and Hong Kong. The

company will command a valuation of at least

$315 billion making it even bigger than JPMorgan

Chase & Co.

U.S. GDP Rebounded to Grow at 7.4% Q2FY21

The U.S. economy grew at a 33.1% annual rate in

Q2FY21, the biggest gain ever as businesses began

to reopen and customers returned to stores. But GDP

still lags pre-pandemic levels.

Consumer confidence slipped in October after

having risen sharply in September. The economy is

now weakening again and facing renewed threats

as the confirmed viral cases are surging.
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Indian Startups that Became Unicorns in 2020

Source: YourStory

Major Fundings raised by Startups for the period of 28th September to 24th October 2020 ($ Million)

Source: Entrackr
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This month more than 70 Indian startups have been leveraging on destruction due to the pandemic and have ended up

raising around $625.5 million vs. only 54 startups that were able to raise funding the previous month.

Razorpay Enters the

Unicorn Club

Business-focused payment gateway and neo

banking platform, Razorpay’s valuation more

than doubles to $1 billion with its latest $100

million fund-raise led by Singapore’s

sovereign wealth fund GIC and marquee

venture capital firm, Sequoia Capital.

Razorpay recently launched a collateral-free

credit line ‘Cash Advance’ for businesses

through third-party lenders. It offers loans in

the range of ₹50,000 to ₹10 lakh without any

paperwork and aims to disburse a total credit

worth ₹100 crore by the end of this year.

Flipkart Acquired 7.8% Stake in Aditya Birla

Fashion

To strengthen its presence in the apparel fashion

segment, Walmart-owned Flipkart invested ₹15 billion,

taking 7.8% equity stake in Aditya Birla Fashion Retail

Limited for a 37% premium.

The move is being seen as a part of the larger trend

of consolidation of the e-commerce and offline sales

channels, seen post the outbreak of the pandemic.
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P&G Plans to Set Up India Growth Fund to Help Suppliers

Multinational consumer goods corporation Procter &

Gamble (P&G) plans to set up a ₹400 crore India

Growth Fund to collaborate with startups, small

businesses, individuals or large organizations offering

innovative solutions to localize the manufacturing of

finished goods, procurement of raw materials and

packaging.

Indian Startups against Google

A group of 15 startup founders approached Competition

Commission of India (CCI) to bring to the regulator’s

notice about Google’s anti-competitive policies in India.

They protested about the recent imposition of Google’s

Play Store billing system as well as the 30% commission

the company charges for selling digital goods & services

through its platform. If the startups file a lawsuit against

Google with the CCI, it will be the fifth such case Google

is going to face in India.

Startup Industry Valuation ($ Billion)

Postman Software 2.00 

Pine Labs Fintech 1.50 

Unacademy Edtech 1.45 

Firstcry E-commerce 1.20 

Nykaa E-commerce 1.20 

Razorpay Fintech 1.00 

Zerodha Fintech 1.00 
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Nikkei225 (in JPY)

S&P/ASX200 Index (in AUD)

Wall Street rallied in the first half of the month on

back of good tech performance ahead of quarterly

earnings and hopes for a US stimulus relief package

before elections. However, with the diminishing hopes

for pre-election stimulus package and rising

coronavirus cases, the index dropped sharply from

the month’s high.

Nikkei 225 posted an 8-month high in the current

month as the economy started recovering under its

new PM, Yoshihide Suga. A key Japanese economic

indicator, the index of coincident economic indicator,

marked the highest reading since March. However, it

tumbled in the last week on weak global cues.

Rising coronavirus cases in Europe and the possibility

of new lockdown restrictions has kept market

sentiment weak. Uncertainty over US elections and

Brexit trade deal have also contributed to the

plunging index. German Ifo business climate index

dropped this month more than the market

expectations, suggesting a sluggish economic outlook

for Germany.

The index recovered after a 6.8% fall in September

due to strong performances in technology and

financial stocks. The rally was further boosted by

China’s continuing economic recovery post COVID-19

pandemic as its third-quarter GDP grew 4.9% YoY.

ASX 200 had surged to seven-month high levels

during the month as the Reserve bank of Australia

discussed the case of a further rate cut in November.

Also, the easing of lockdown restrictions in Victoria

would help the economy to open up.

Global uncertainty weighed on the index as it fell

from initial highs of the month. The index is

overexposed to old-economy stocks, which have

delivered year-to-date returns of around -23%. This

is significantly lower than other indexes which have

high weightage towards tech stocks, providing good

recovery post-march lows.

Source: Investing.com
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Index
1st October 

2020 (In ₹)

30th October

2020 (In ₹)
Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 7,966.10 7,758.40 -2.61%

Nifty Bank 22,246.00 23,900.90 7.44%

Nifty Consumer Durables 15,643.06 15,771.30 0.82%

Nifty Financial Services 10,949.60 11,636.05 6.27%

Nifty FMCG 30,009.55 29,428.45 -1.94%

Nifty IT 20,110.40 20,916.85 4.01%

Nifty Media 1,591.10 1,419.05 -10.81%

Nifty Metal 2,261.25 2,343.60 3.64%

Nifty Oil & Gas 4,920.95 4,806.91 -2.32%

Nifty Pharma 11,822.90 11,243.75 -4.90%

India VIX

Source: NSE India
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FPI Net Investment in October, 2020 ( In ₹ crore)

Source: NSDL

India: Preferred Investment Destination

India received the highest ever total

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from April

to August 2020.

It summed up to $35.73 billion, 13%

higher than that in the same period last

fiscal.

Equity inflow alone stood at $27.1

billion, i.e. an increase of 16% compared

to the corresponding period last year.

This is due to the policy reforms and

increased ease of doing business in the

Country.

India VIX saw a significant rise in the current month after

dropping for straight six months. The global surge in

coronavirus cases and U.S. elections were the crucial factors

behind the jump. Also, the average volatility on India VIX in

2020 has been at its peak in 11 years.

Source: NSE India

Nifty Bank recovers as Reserve Bank asked all lending institutions, including non-banking financial companies,

to ensure that the scheme of waiver of interest on interest for loans up to ₹2 crore for the six-month

moratorium period is implemented by 5th November.

FPI remained net buyers in Indian markets in October due to better than expected quarterly results, the

opening of the economy, and resumption of business activities.
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Positive economic recovery & lower coronavirus cases in India helped the index surge in the current month.

In the last week, Index did see selling pressure due to weak global cues.

IFTY50

Company Name Change (%)

Kotak Mahindra Bank 22.5%

Axis bank 15.4%

Asian Paints 12.9%

Ultra Tech Cement 12.6%

HDFC 12.3%

HDFC Bank 11.4%

Tata Steel 10.9%

ICICI Bank 10.0%

Wipro 9.4%

Indusind Bank 9.2%

Company Name Change (%)

Vedanta -31.6%

Hero MotorCorp -11.8%

Zee Entertainment -9.6%

Reliance Industries -8.5%

BPCL -8.3%

UPL -8.1%

Sun Pharma Inds. -8.0%

Indiabulls Housing -8.0%

Yes Bank -7.1%

Britannia Inds -7.1%

NIFTY50 October’20 ( In ₹)
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Top Gainers in NIFTY 50 for October’20

Larsen & Toubro Share Price (₹)

Source: NSE India

Top Losers in NIFTY 50 for October’20

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India

The Reliance vs. Amazon Fiasco!

Two of the world’s wealthiest men,

Mukesh Ambani and Jeff Bezos,

want hold over the stores and

warehouses of Future Retail Ltd., which has

penetrated the Indian market by selling almost

everything from grocery to fashion and

electronics.

Reliance in recent months, made a deal with the

Future Group, to buy Future’s retail, wholesale,

logistics and warehousing units for $3.4 billion.

Amazon, which owns 49% stake in a Future unit

requested an emergency hearing to stall it.

Amazon wants to block Reliance’s purchase of

Future’s brick-and-mortar assets because such a

deal would give Mukesh Ambani incomparable

dominance in the industry.

Larsen & Toubro to Build India’s 1st High-speed Rail

Corridor- Mumbai-Ahmedabad Bullet Train Project.

After competitive bidding, L&T secured a jumbo

order for its Heavy Civil Infrastructure business in

India. This project covers about 47% of the total

alignment of 508 km.

On 20th October, L&T rose around 3.3% after it

emerged as the lowest cost bidder for the tender.
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Silver Spot Price (In ₹ per kg)

Source: MCX India

Gold Spot Price (In ₹ per 10 grams)

Source: MCX India
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Crude Oil Spot Price (In ₹ per barrel)

Source: MCX India

Global uncertainties have kept gold prices volatile.

Weaker U.S. dollar and U.S. stimulus hopes helped

the yellow metal to surge during most of the month.

However, fading hopes of the pre-election stimulus

package later in the month impacted gold prices

negatively as gold acts as an inflation hedge.

After the decline in September due to the strong

dollar, silver recovered this month. In October,

tracking strong gold and a weak dollar, silver

posted 2.64% growth.

Gold and Silver Imports During H1FY21

According to the Commerce Industry, gold imports ↓
57% to $6.8 billion during H1FY21 compared to

$15.8 billion during the same period a year ago.

Similarly, silver imports too dipped 63.4% to

$733.6 million during the same period. This is due to

decrease in demand during the pandemic.

Gems and jewellery exports ↓ by about 55% to

$8.7 billion during the same period amid the

pandemic.

The decline in gold and silver imports has aided in

narrowing the Country's trade deficit, at $23.44

billion during H1FY21 as against $88.92 billion in

the year-ago period.

With weakened oil demand due to surging

coronavirus cases, oil prices continued to be under

pressure. With no stimulus package and increased

oil output from Libya, recovery in the oil prices might

take longer.

Domestic crude oil production was 6.05% lower at

2.49 million metric tonnes in September compared to

the same period last year.

Fuel Consumption 7.2% in September MoM

According to provisional data by the Government’s

petroleum planning and analysis cell:

Diesel consumption in India showed recovery in

September with a growth of 13.2% MoM but

still is around 94% of September 2019

consumption levels. Commercial vehicle sale is

also gradually picking up. Overall, we saw a

5.3% rise in Q2FY21compared to Q1FY21.

Petrol consumption growth in September was

2.9% MoM and 3.3% YoY. Due to private

vehicle preference over public transport,

recovery in petrol consumption is better than

diesel consumption. Overall, we saw a 41.1%

rise in Q2FY21compared to Q1FY21.

Aviation turbine fuel (ATF) consumption

registered 22.3% growth MoM but it is still

half of the pre-covid levels. With the opening

of the domestic aviation sector, we saw a

107.4% growth in Q2FY21 compared to

Q1FY21.

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) consumption is

not much impacted compared to all the other

petroleum products. It registered a 4.8% YoY

growth in September. In Q2FY21, it grew

0.3% compared to the Q2FY20.
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US Dollar Index (USD)

Source: Investing
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MPC’s status quo & surging money supply

Reserve Bank of India’s monetary policy committee

(MPC) decided to keep the repo rate unchanged yet

again with an accommodative stance in its fourth bi-

monthly meet on 9th October 2020. To prevent the

rupee from appreciating, RBI has sold rupees and

bought dollars, adding to the increase in money

supply (M3). Growth in M3 has been 12.09% YoY

as of 9th October. Foreign exchange reserve also

touched a lifetime high of $555.12 billion in the

week ended 16th October.

After a strong September, USD reversed because

of talks of the stimulus package. However, later in

the month, USD recovered due to rising coronavirus

cases in Europe and the U.S. as it acts as a safe-

haven for investors. Delays in the stimulus package

and upcoming presidential elections also provided

good support for the greenback.

Source: Investing
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China’s Yuan on a Rise

All the major central banks around the world have

poured money into the economy to boost liquidity

amidst the pandemic. However, the People’s Bank of

China (PBoC) has delivered targeted stimulus.

Traditionally, PBoC has tried to keep the yuan

undervalued relative to other currencies. But

recently, China is looking to promote yuan

internationalization. In longer term Beijing would

want yuan to be used more internationally versus the

roughly 2% of global foreign exchange reserve

assets it holds currently. China’s economy grew 4.9%

YoY in Q3CY20 and is the only major economy to

grow this year. Currently, China’s 10-year bond

yields are around 240 bps more than comparable

U.S. bonds bringing more capital into China. A

stronger currency will help china attract foreign

capital. Yuan has risen to its highest level against the

U.S. dollar since July 2018.

European Currencies

Euro and Pound continued to depreciate against

safe-havens U.S. dollar and Japanese Yen for the

second straight month as Europe faces a new round

of shutdowns.

The European Central Bank signaled further

monetary easing by the end of the year. The

economy in euro zone is deteriorating at a faster

pace than expected, and some view that monetary

easing won't be enough to lift the euro zone. This

pressured the euro to fall.

Currency 1st October’20 30th October’20 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 73.19 INR 74.55 -1.83%

INR/EUR INR 85.98 INR 86.83 -0.98%

USD/EUR USD 1.17 USD 1.16 0.86%

JPY/USD JPY 105.54 JPY 104.64 0.86%

CAD/USD CAD1.32 CAD1.33 -0.20%

GBP/USD GBP 0.78 GBP 0.77 0.40%

SEK/USD SEK 8.91 SEK 8.88 0.34%

CHF/USD CHF 0.92 CHF 0.92 0.23%

Source: Investing
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Steps Taken by the RBI to Boost Credit Flow to Real

Estate Sector

In an attempt to make home loans cheaper, the RBI

restructured the risk weightage of loan-to-value

(LTV) ratio for all new housing loans sanctioned up to

31st March 2022.

The banks can lend up to ₹7.5 crore to individual

retail borrowers and small businesses and still be

eligible for a 75% risk weight. Earlier the limit was

at ₹5 crore. The requirement of standard asset

provision of 0.25% will continue to apply on all such

loans.

Previously, the risk weights were linked to size of the

loan as well as the LTV ratio. By removing the loan

size from the equation till 31 March 2022, the RBI

has allowed banks more room to lend to borrowers

for high-value properties, without worrying about a

higher capital charge.

This move is expected to increase lending activities

without significantly effecting bank's balance sheets

and thereby boost the real estate sector.

Risk Weightage Loan-to-value

35% <80%

50% >80% but <90%. 

In order to boost the stagnant real-estate market,

the Maharashtra government, on 26th August

decided to temporarily reduce stamp duty on

housing units from 5% to 2% until 31st December

2020. After this several properties in the range of

₹35 to ₹55 crore have been registered.

Housing sales are at 86% of pre-COVID levels in

Mumbai.
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Real Estate Sector Shows Signs of Recovery

India’s residential market showed an uptick in

sales during Q3CY20. However, the number of

home sales and new launches remain

substantially low when compared with the year-

ago quarter.

Source: Knight India

The office space market in India also showed

recovery this quarter, following the easing of

lockdowns and the reopening of some offices.

Office leasing across India’s top eight cities in

Q3CY20 surged 80% over Q2CY20, while new

office completion during the same period soared

126% sequentially.

Low home loan interest rates and discounted

prices are attracting consumer interest. The partial

return of migrant construction labour has also led

to a pickup in launches by developers. These signs

of recovery in the sector coincide with the overall

recovery in macro-economic indicators.
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Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)

Canadian alternative asset manager Brookfield

Asset Management has filed a draft offer document

with SEBI to raise around ₹4400 crores through a

REIT. It would be the third REIT in India after Embassy

Business Office Parks and Mindspace Business Parks

REIT. After the recent Mindspace issue, the share of

REITs in the overall real estate market-cap in India is

around 29%, whereas in the U.S. it was around 96%

in 2019.



SIP Contribution (₹ Crore)

Source: AMFI
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SIP Inflows Drop for the 6th Month in September

Investment in mutual funds through SIPs remained

dull with inflow dropping for the sixth consecutive

month to ₹7,788 crore in September amid

challenging economic environment.

This may be because investors want to maintain

some liquidity at their end as the situation is

uncertain when it comes to their jobs and businesses.

This is also reflected in the increase in the pace of

monthly SIP discontinuations and expiries that have

gone up from 5.40 crore in April to 7.30 crore in

September.

The trend is expected to reverse slowly as investors

feel more confident to save more once their own

income stream stabilizes.
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SIP share in Mutual Fund AUM

Though the monthly inflow in the SIP has shown a

declining trend over the past 6 months, it has not

deterred the growth in the size of the funds linked to

the SIP investment.

The AUM of the mutual funds linked to the SIP plans

reached ₹3.4 lakh crore in September 2020.

This is mainly due to capital appreciation and fresh

inflow, although at a slower pace.

The total MF AUM fell by 4% from the February

peak, while the SIP AUM grew by 3%.

Blackstone Plans to Buyout L&T Mutual Fund

The private equity (PE) firm, Blackstone, plans to

completely buyout the mutual fund business of L&T

Asset Management Company.

Blackstone has been aggressively pursuing

opportunities in India’s BFSI (Banking, financial

services and insurance) space as a part of its larger

strategy to gain from the growth prospects of

lending businesses and investment culture among

India’s large but underexplored population.

If the deal goes through, it will be the first buyout of

an Indian AMC by a foreign non-mutual fund

company.

Dolat Capital Launches ₹250

crore Category-III Hedge Fund

Dolat Capital has launched the

country’s first hedge fund under Category-III

Alternative Investment Fund on limited liability

partnership structure with a lower tax rate of 35%.

Currently, most hedge funds in India are set up

either as trust or a company which are taxed at

43%.

The fund intends to minimize capital risk and

generate stable and consistent absolute returns, with

extremely low correlation with the equity and fixed

income market.

Private Equity and Venture Capital Investments

Investments by PE and VC firms in Indian

companies between January and September

2020 decreased 21% YoY in value terms.

One of the biggest reason for the decline in PE-

VC investments in 2020 so far is the

underperformance of the infrastructure and real

estate sectors, which had attracted the major

portion of PE-VC investment in 2019.

$11.7 billion of PE investments in Jio Platforms

and Reliance Retail alone accounted for 40% of

all PE-VC investments during this period.

Had it not been for the one-off PE investments in

the Reliance Group entities, PE-VC investments in

2020 would have been just $17.2 billion, 53%

lower when compared with the first nine months of

last year.

Fund Managers Underperformance due to 10%

Cap Imposed on MF Investments in One Stock

In recent months, the weight of RIL, has risen to

around 15% in the Nifty 50 index.

10% cap imposed on mutual fund investments in one

stock creates an inconsistency, especially when there

is no such cap present in indices against which their

performance is measured.



Recovery Level of Different Segments till September end (as percentage of Pre COVID19 levels) 

Note: *Online Booking

Source: Forbes India

Most Affected Countries

Source: Worldmeters

India’s Case Fatality Rate

Source: MoHFW

OVID UPDATES

Cases (million) Deaths (thousand)

9.33

8.14

5.52

1.62

1.33

COVID cases in India, data as of 30th October

8.14 million - Total no. of cases

7.43 million - Recovered

0.58 million- Active cases

(1.5% are serious and 98.5% are in mild condition)

COVID cases across the Globe, data as of 30th October

46.02 million - Total no. of cases

33.31 million - Recovered

11.52 million - Active cases

(1% are serious and 99% are in mild condition)

India continues to report a trend of steadily

decreasing active cases and has one of the

lowest fatality rates in the world.

The testing capacity in the Country has been

increasing at a significant pace to reach over

7.7 crore in October from just 1 January this

year.

Mizoram, the only state which had not reported

any COVID-19 fatality so far, registered its first

coronavirus death this month.
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Covid Vaccine

The AstraZeneca/University of Oxford vaccine is at

Phase III trials. It is one of the most-anticipated

coronavirus vaccine candidate in the world. Recently,

it produced a robust immune response in both young

and old adults, raising hopes of the early launch. As

per senior officials in the British Government, the

German coronavirus vaccine backed by Pfizer could

be ready to distribute by Christmas with the first

doses earmarked for the elderly and vulnerable.
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The ongoing virus outbreak has impacted Prima’s

financials and halted its operations. However, with

hygiene and safety precautions gaining traction, it

could be beneficial for the plastic industry in

general and the industry is expecting a huge

demand in the cleaning segment.

Prima Plastics Limited

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed consumer

preferences in favor of e-commerce. This has

proven to be an opportunity for Cosmo since the

demand for flexible packaging is expected to rise

given these conditions.

Cosmo Films Limited

Butterfly Gandhimathi Appliances Limited

With the domestic appliances market growing at a

steady pace, it would be interesting to see whether

or not the Company was able to dodge the side

effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and what will

be its strategies in the post-COVID times to retain

its position.

Click Here to Know More

Operating in the food sector, LTFL did not face the

repercussions of COVID-19 as much as the other

industries did. However, it would be interesting to

see the unique strategies that LTFL adopts to

outperform its peers.

LT Foods

Click Here to Know More

Click Here to Know More Click Here to Know More
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Crowdfunding is an online form of financing a

business venture by pooling in capital from a large

number of investors through social media platforms

and crowdfunding websites. The transaction value

of the crowdfunding segment worldwide is

estimated to reach $940.0 mn in CY20 and is

expected to see a growth of 12% in CY21. Besides

funding start-ups and businesses, these platforms

also cater to the health care sector, entertainment

sector, education sector, and NGOs.

Scope and Future of Crowdfunding 

According to a survey, COVID-19 has pushed users

to buy more second-hand gadgets. About 36% of

the respondents invested in refurbished gadgets

due to the need for remote working, followed by

requirements by family members. The survey

suggested that price was the key criterion for

buying refurbished smartphones during the

pandemic, indicating that the consumer has become

cautious in unprecedented times.

The Refurbished Mobile Industry

Sustainable Investments: Invest In Water

S&P 500 and S&P Global Water Index have been

moving in a somewhat similar pattern. However, the

level of drop at the end of 2018 due to the trade

war between the US and China was lower in the

water index compared to S&P 500 highlighting the

stability factor in water investments due to high

expected demand in the coming years.
S & P Index Prices 2010 to 2020

Click Here to Know More

For people interested in making the world a better

place to live, economics boils down to just one

phrase: Incentives matter. But incentives require

special care and attention because they can have

perverse consequences, in some cases, causing

people to work against the goal you were trying to

achieve.

The Cobra Effect

Click Here to Know More

Click Here to Know More Click Here to Know More
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Growth Of Refurbished Handset Markets Around The Globe In 2019 

(Yoy In %)
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“Youth is our wealth, and in these times of

vulnerability & uncertainty, they have responded

with agility, adaptability & ability. Our hunger

for growth is demonstrated by the number of

EdTech apps for upscaling & education which

have provided free access to content for learning

to millions of Indians during the COVID period.

All our youngsters have created many critical

applications which have helped many sectors go

digital and face the problems of the pandemic

with confidence & emerge successfully as we

unlock economy and expand economic activity.”

-Shri Piyush Goyal, the Union commerce and

Industry Minister

“The Indian economy may

contract or stagnate this fiscal

but it will bounce back to be

among the fastest growing in

the world next year,”

-Nirmala Sitharaman, Finance

Minister

“The fatality rate in India is 83 out of

every 10 lakh population in India,

whereas it is more than 600 in

countries like the US, Brazil, Spain,

Britain. 5,500 people out of every 10

lakh in India are infected, whereas in

countries like the US & Brazil this figure

is around 25,000.”

-Prime Minister Narendra Modi
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Leveraged Growth is a niche finance-based

Business Consultancy firm. We are built

around four business verticals – Consulting,

Research Advisory, Corporate Training and

Learning and Development. We provide

customized solutions to leading businesses

worldwide. Our team consists of experienced

professionals having diverse skill-sets and a

passion to excel
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